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Dorian Gray's Portrait Makes a Reappearance!
By Alex C.

As some of you know, there’s a decades-old story of a young man putting his old age into a painting, allowing
him to stay young forever in exchange for serious consequences. The Dispatch believed it as just a story, but
we are horrified to announce that our beloved school has a similar dilemma. Several months ago, on the fifth
floor, an innocent student stumbled across a paper sketch of them, exact to the twinkle in their eyes. As soon
as they touched the drawing, the scribble seemed to age on the loose-leaf page. We had not thought it
necessary to report to the public due to the lack of suspicion, but it’s been quite a while, and there has been
no visible change in the student. Same clothes, same haircut, same smile as September 6. The story of Dorian
Gray is slightly different, with only his age staying the same, but this conundrum is far worse, with more and
more students finding graphite replicas of themselves scattered about the school. We urge students to keep
caution, and if you find a drawing of yourself, keep away, no matter how good it is. If the artist is reading this,
please stop enchanting our friends, but continue to draw. Again, please be careful, and don’t accept
self-portraits from anyone.

France has banned work emails after 18:00
Les français ont interdit les messages de

travail qui sont après 18h By Charlie
Yes it’s true, look it up well not right now but when you get
home anyway back in 2014 the French government
imposed to switch off “the right of disconnect” law, and so
once the employees heard about this they started what
looked like a rebellion, so the bosses had to get them back
to work or else they could lose a lot of money, so they said
they would a raise a guess what they came back, bosses
were so smart back then. People saying they would quit
unless they didn't get a raise or they would work less and
not do as much as a good job as they did before so the
bosses gave them a raise (geez how much money do these
employees want). Now that the employees what a raise
again and if they aren’t going to get one they aren’t going
to work after 18:00 and see how the bosses would like it,
guess what the employees were fired and replaced with AI
and a few technicians who were there just in case
something happened like someone hacked the robots and
plus it’s cheaper, easier, no more breaks and best of all
more money.

Ne pas jeter sur la voie publique/ Don’t throw on the ground



The dog mystery Le mystère du
chien By Jana

During the period of the ancient
civilizations, wolves could be spotted
every full moon on the cliffs that
were secluded by dark forests. These
wolves are the main reason why the
myth of werewolves came to exist.
But the question is: what if these
stories we’ve brushed off as fake,
were real all along? It has become a
fact derived from fiction that
supernatural creatures exist not long
after a minotaur was seen in the
woods surrounding Lyon. And
recently with all of the legends
popping up throughout the city, very
few people have noticed the dogs and
wolves meeting on the hills of
Fourviere, behind the dense trees
near the cathedral. Blood curdling
howls have been reported by the
local residents and this has led to an
investigation on the area. Will they
find modern werewolves or
something worse, that is the thing
that has been worrying all of France.
Will this be the start of a new era of
hiding during full moons?

Other people Autre personne
By Hannah

Hello everyone, happy to be back. On my trip I
discovered that other people exist! I have made
a scientific discovery! Apparently we are not
the only people on this earth. Can you believe
that? Cause I sure can’t. It is only after living
with them for a week that I have discovered
that they are the same as us but different. They
speak a different language than ours. Personally
I thought that only French existed. Their
language is apparently called German? Weird
right? It's funny, how just by driving a few
hours we are with new, different people, that
speak a different language than us, that have a
different culture as us,… I was and still am
completely astonished by how well this
“country” is doing. When I used to imagine new
people living on this earth apart from us,
French, I imagined cavemen, an unorganized
society,… definitely not a thriving community. It
is staggering how closed minded we can be if
we do not open ourselves up to change.

Riddles:
What has four legs, one back, zero

arms and isn’t alive?

What comes down and then goes
up aging with time?

What has one whole ring but
doesn’t have a hand?

—

Answers of the riddleson

the other side
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N�e from the editor:

Hello guys, I hope you l� liked the last two editions
of the Dispatch! There was a l� of work put into it like
always and I apologize if you didn’t get an edition last
week. We only managed to print a couple of copies
because the CDI was a bit short on paper. Again, I

apologize a l� for any inconvenience!
- Sincerely, Jana

Good day to everyone! Enjoy the dispatch and receive them every week!




